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Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let Q = K((r)) be the field of formal 
Laurent series with coefficients in K. Let *K and *Q be obtained from K and Q 
by means of a nontrivial ultrapower construction. Then the elements of *Q 
are “Laurent series” with subscripts in the corresponding nonstandard integers 
and coefficients in *K. We show that the field of ordinary Laurent series with 
coefficients in *K can be embedded in *Q elementarily, consistently with the 
natural embedding of Q in *Q. As an application we derive an algebraic result 
due originally to M. J. Greenberg. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let *K be an ultrapower of K. 
Thus, *K is obtained by a canonical construction (here supposed known 
to the reader) which depends on an index set Z and on an ultrafilter D on 
the set of subsets of Z, *K = KI/D. For fixed Z and D, we may regard this 
construction as a transformation QpID such that *K = @,K. The same 
transformation QbrD , when applied to the natural numbers, N, yields a 
nonstandard model *N of N where we shall assume explicitly that *N 
is a proper extension of N. More generally, oID acts on any given mathe- 
matical structure M, yielding a structure *M = @&II. Then *A4 satisfies 
the same sentences as A4 and this applies even if we include sentences in 
a higher order language, provided these are interpreted in *iI4 “in Henkin’s 
sense” ([5, 61). 
Let P = K[[t]] be the ring of formal power series of a variable t with 
coefficients in K, and let Q be the field of quotients of P, Q = K((t)). 
Thus, Q is the field of Laurent series over K. We introduce a valuation u 
into P and Q, as usual, by putting v(q) = m if a,,p, m 5 0, is the first 
monomial with nonvanishing coefficient a, for q # 0, together with 
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t’(o) = co. Then the valuation group of Q is the group of rational integers, Z. 
Q together with Z may be regarded, model-theoretically, as a first order 
structure, which is given by the relations of equality in Q and of equality 
and order in Z, and by the operations of addition and multiplication in Q 
and of addition in Z, together with the one place operation O(X) which 
provides the valuation of the elements of Q in Z [with some fixed conven- 
tion for v(o)]. It will be convenient to assume that Q and 2 are disjoint. 
The properties of belonging to Q and Z, respectively, can be defined 
in terms of the other extralogical constants. 
Applying the transformation Q, ID to P and Q, respectively, we obtain 
their “nonstandard extensions” *P = cD,P and *Q = sP,Q. The ele- 
ments of *P and *Q may be regarded as power series or Laurent series 
with coefficients in *K, Cap, where, however, the exponents n range 
over nonstandard as well as over standard elements of *Z. On the other 
hand, the series which are elements of *P and *Q are limited by the 
condition that they must be internal ([5,6]). At the same time *Q is the 
field of quotients of *P just as Q is the field of quotients of P. 
There is a natural embedding of any structure M into its ultrapower 
“M = @,,M = MjD, which is obtained by mapping any a E A4 on the 
constant function f = a in 44’. This embedding is elementary (or arith- 
metical), that is to say if X is any sentence which is formulated in the 
Lower Predicate Calculus in terms of the relations and operations of A4 
and in terms of the individuals of M, then X holds in A4 if and only if it 
holds in *M. In particular, we thus obtain an elementary embedding /l 
of Q into *Q whose restriction to P embeds P elementarily in *P. We 
write *q = Aq for any q E Q. 
In addition, we shall consider the ring of ordinary power series over *K, 
P’ = *K[[t]] and its field of quotients Q’ = *K((t)). The natural embed- 
ding of K in *K, together with t -+ t, yields an embedding of Q in Q’, 
which will be denoted by 0. We shall show that this is an elementary 
embedding. For this and other purposes we require several notions and 
results, which are due to Ax and Kochen. 
Let F be a field with valuation in an ordered Abelian group G. We shall 
always take it for granted that the valuation is onto G, G = ord F. 
F (or more precisely, the system (F, G)) will be called a Hensel field if it 
satisfies the following conditions. 
(1.1) G possesses a smallest positive element; and the quotient group 
GjnG is the cyclic group of n elements for all positive integers IZ. 
(1.2) F satisfies Hensel’s lemma. Explicitly, let f(x) E O,[x] be a manic 
polynomial with coefficients in the valuation ring 0, of Fand letf (x) E F[x] 
be the image of f(x) with coefficients in the residue class field F of F. 
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Suppose that f(x) = r(x) s(x) where r(x) and s(x) are relatively prime 
polynomials in F[x]. Then there exist g(x), h(x) E O,[x] whose images in 
F[x] are r(x) and s(x), respectively, such that f(x) = g(x) h(x) and such 
that the degree of g(x) is equal to the degree of r(x). 
The following results are proved by Ax and Kochen ([l], [2]). 
(1.3) Let F and F’ be two Hensel fields F C F’, with residue class 
fields F and F’ of characteristic 0. Suppose that F’ is an elementary 
extension of F. Then F’ is an elementary extension of F. 
(1.4) Let F be a Hensel field with valuation in a group G, and let p 
be the canonical mapping of the valuation ring 0, of F onto its residue 
class field F. Let C be a field which is contained in 0, such that pC = F 
and let a be an element of F such that v(a) is a minimal positive element 
of G. Then if F,, is a subfield of F which contains C(u) and which is 
algebraically closed in F, F,, (or more precisely, (FO , ord I;,,}) is a 
Hensel field. 
We observe for future reference that if Hensel’s lemma 1.2 is satisfied 
in a valued field then this implies the validity of the statement which is 
obtained from (1.2) by dropping the attribute “manic” forf(x) ([4]). 
Returning to the consideration of the fields Q and Q’, let us identify Q 
with its O-image in Q’ so that Q becomes a substructure of Q’. Then the 
residue class fields of Q and Q’ are K and *K respectively and *K is an 
elementary extension of K. Hence, by (1.3), Q’ is an elementary extension 
of Q or, more precisely, 0 is an elementary embedding of Q in Q’. 
We have now related Q to both *Q and Q’. It will be the chief purpose 
of this paper to relate Q’ to *Q by means of the following result. 
1.5. MAIN THEOREM. There exists an elementary embedding I’ of Q’ 
into *Q. The composite mapping r 0 0 coincides with A. 
The proof of 1.5 is given in section 2 below. In section 3 we apply 1.5 
to derive an algebraic result due to M. J. Greenberg. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Retaining the notation of section 1, we establish a first connection 
between Q’ and *Q by defining a mapping ??’ from a subset B of *Q onto 
Q’ as follows. We call an element q E *Q bounded from below if v(q) is 
not negative infinite and hence is either finite, or positive infinite, or 
equal to co. The set of elements of *Q which are bounded from below is 
a subring of *Q, which will be denoted by B. Let q E B so that q = 
Cf, %t”(n E *Z) where v may be chosen negative and finite. We then 
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define Yq by C,“=, a,f”(n E Z), in other words, we “chop off” the mono- 
mials of q whose exponents are infinite. It is not difficult to see that Y 
is a homomorphism of B into Q’. We propose to show that Y is onto Q’. 
To see this, let q’ = Cz=, a,‘t”(n E Z) be any element of Q’. Now *K 
and *Q are ultrapowers and, as such, are (sequentially) comprehensive 
([6, 71). Thus, there exists an internal sequence of elements of *K, 
ia,, avil ,..., a, ,...I, n E* 2, such that for all finite n, a,n = a,‘. Then the corre- 
sponding power series in *Q, q = C~zsm=ya,J2 is such that Yq = q’. ln 
particular, for every r E *KC *Q, yr = r. 
For any q E *Q, v(Yq) = v(q) provided v(q) is finite, while v(Yq) = co 
if v(q) is either infinite or is equal to co. 
Next, we establish a lemma. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let rl ,..., rk E *K, where k is aJinite positive integer and 
let q1 ,..., qk E Q. Employing afamiliar notation, let *qj = Aqj , j = I,..., k. 
Then rlql + .+. + rkqk = 0 implies rl*q, + a*- + r,*q, = 0. 
Proof. Write qj = C,“=-, aintn(n E 2) where the aj, are equal to zero 
up to some integer n = n(j), j = l,..., k. Consider the following matrix 
with k rows and with columns whose number is infinite in both directions 
. . . al, al.n+l al,n+2 ..* 
. . . azn azpnil azsnf2 .** . . . . 
. . . akn ak.n+l . i 
. . . (2.2) 
ok,%+2 “’ . 
Since the rank of each of the matrices Al = (ai,), j = I ,..., k, n = 
-I,..., - 1, 0, I,... I, Zany natural number, is at most k, there exist integers 
1 I ,..., I, such that all columns of matrix (2.2) depend linearly over K 
on the columns with second subscript II ,..., lh . On passing from K to *K 
we conclude that for infinite w, also, the column (alu , a,, ,..., a,,) (trans- 
posed) depends linearly on the columns with second subscript II ,..., Ik . 
That is to say, there exist s, ,..,, sx: E *K such that 
a,, = slajz + szajzz + ... + skajlk , j = l,..., k. (2.3) 
But then 
1 rjaj, = CC r&ail, = CC Sirjajl, = 0 
and hence r,*q, + *.. + rk*qk = 0. This proves 2.1. 
Let Q0 be the (l-image of Q in *Q and let B, be the compositum of Q, 
and of *K (regarded as a subfield of *Q). Then both Q, and *K belong 
to B. Let q be any element of the ring generated by Q, and *K in *Q. 
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Then q E B and q is of the form 
q = r,*q, + -a* + r/c*qk , rl ,..., rk E *K ql ,..., qk E Q. (2.4) 
Suppose that q # 0. Then we claim that Yq # 0. Suppose on the con- 
trary that Yq = 0. Then 
and so, by 2.1., 0 = r,*q, + -.- + r,*q, = q, contrary to assumption. 
This proves that Yq # 0, u(q) is finite. Since every element of B, is a 
quotient of expressions of the form (2.4) we conclude that it is bounded 
from below and so B, C B. 
Let S be the set of subfields of *Q which are included in B and which 
include B, . S is not empty since it includes B, and is partially ordered by 
the relation of inclusion, Bl < B, if B, C B2 . Any totally ordered subset 
of S possesses an upper bound, i.e., its union (direct limit). Accordingly 
Zorn’s lemma applies and S includes maximal elements. We choose one 
of them, calling it B. 
We wish to show that B is algebraically closed in *Q. 
Suppose on the contrary that there exist an element q E *Q - B and 
an irreducible polynomial p(x) E B[x] as given by 
p(x) = a, + a,x + se* + amxm, m > 0, 
a$ tz B, j = O,..., m 
a, f 0, 
(2.5) 
such that p(q) = 0. Then m 3 2. Also, q is bounded from below. For 
suppose u(q) is negative infinite. Since 
we have 
a a0 a1 m= -T---“’ 4 P-l 
+-bJ Z oGy&el (44 - Cm --A u(d). (2.6) 
But then the right hand side of this inequality is positve infinite while 
~(a~) is finite (since both a,,, and u;’ belong to B). This shows that q is 
bounded from below. 
Consider now the field B(q). Its elements are given by expressions 
b = b, + b,q + --a + blqz, I < m, bj E B, j = 0 ,..., 1. (2.7) 
Then v(b) > minoGi,l (u(bJ + jv(q)) and so b is bounded from below. 
Hence B(q) C B. But this contradicts the maximality of B and proves 
that B is algebraically closed in *Q. 
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Now B is a field with a valuation inherited from *Q. i? contains the 
field *K which is isomorphic to the residue class field of *Q and hence 
also of B. B also contains the element t E *Q whose valuation is 1, i.e., 
the positive minimal element of the valuation group *Z of *Q. In addition, 
as we have just seen, B is algebraically closed in *Q. Hence, by (I .4), 
B is a Hensel field and, by (1.3), *Q is an elementary extension of B. 
Now let p be the restriction of Y to B. Since B is a field, FB = (z also 
is a field. Q is thus a subfield of Q’. We propose to prove that Q = Q’. 
We show first that Q’ is algebraic over 0. Supposing the contrary, let 
q E Q’ - Q where q is transcendental over 0, Choose a b E B such that 
Yb = q. Then b E B - B, and b is transcendental over B since B is alge- 
braically closed in *Q. 
Consider the ring B[b] C B. The elements of B(b) outside B are of the 
form p(b) where p(x) is given by (2.5). Suppose that Yp(b) = 0 for some 
such p(b), i.e., 
Y(a,) f Y(u,)q + a’* + Y(u,)q” = 0. (2.8) 
But Y(uJ = !&zJ, j = O,..., m, and a, f 0 implies p(a,) # 0. Thus, 
q would be algebraic over Q, which is contrary to assumption. We con- 
clude that u(p(b)) is not positive infinite and the same therefore applies 
to all nonzero elements of B[b]. It follows that the field of quotients of 
B[b] is a subset of B and this contradicts the maximality of B. Accordingly, 
Q’ is algebraic over Q. 
We shall now show-essentially as our last step in the proof of 1.5- 
that Q is algebraically closed in Q’. This will prove that 0 = Q’ since we 
have already established that Q’ is algebraic over 0. Our method is an 
adaptation of known procedures in valuation theory. 
Suppose that Q is not algebraically closed in Q’. Then there exists an 
element q E Q’ - e which satisfies an irreducible polynomial p(x) E Q[x], 
(x) = a, + u,x + u2x2 + ... + u&P, m 3 2, 
am * 0, 4E P, j = O,..., m. 
(2.9) 
We may suppose that p(x) is primitive, i.e., that v(uJ 3 0 for j = O,..., m 
and that at least one of the v(aJ is positive. For if this is not the case 
from the outset we may achieve it by division by an ai for which v(aJ is 
minimal. 
Let 
q = kvt” + kv+#+l + .-- + k,t” + **-, ki E *K. (2.10) 
Then this power series must be effectively infinite for if it were finite, 
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then q would belong to the compositum B,, of Q, and of *K and hence, 
would be included in Q. Accordingly, there exists a sequence of partial 
sums of q, {q,J, where 
qn = k,t’ + kv+ltY+l + .a. + k,nfmy n = 0, 1, 2,... 
such that lim qn = q in the metric of the valuation of Q’ and such that 
if rr, = v(q - qn), n = 0, 1,2 ,..., then rrO < 7~~ < 7~~ < ..* < n;, < *.* . 
Since p(x) is continuous in the metric just mentioned and since p(q) = 0 
we conclude that lim u(p(q,)) = co. On the other hand, let 
Pj(X) = L dip 
j! dx3 ’ 
j=l m, ,***, 
thenp$(q) f 0 sincep(x) is irreducible. Hence, if u1 = u(pi(q)),J = l,,.., m, 
then v, is a finite natural number and vj = v(pj(qn)) for sufficiently high n. 
We now claim that, for sufficiently high n, 
vl+rn -=c vi+jrq, j = 2,..., m. (2.11) 
To see this, we observe to begin with that the difference of any two terms 
on the right hand side of (2.11) remains ultimately (i.e., for sufficiently 
high n) either positive or negative. Indeed, consider such a difference 
vj+jn-n-(vi+i-rn) = ~~--v~+(j-i)7~~ i fj (2.12) 
where we may suppose without loss of generality that j > i. Since rn is 
strictly increasing the expression on the right hand side of (2.12) is strictly 
increasing and hence either stays ultimately positive or stays ultimately 
negative, as asserted. It follows that for sufficiently high n just one vj + ,jrn 
is, and stays, strictly smaller than all others. 
Consider now the Taylor expansion of p’(x) about qn taken at q. This is 
Hence, for sufficiently high IZ, 
W(q) - p’(&) = j_2yi,n m 69 + (j - 1) 7Fn). 3 3 . . . 
On the other hand, for sufficiently high n, 
Q’(q) - P’bJ) 3 minW’(qh W(q~N = VI . 
Hence v1 < vj + (j - 1) TV, j = 2,..., m or, since -/r, is strictly increasing, 
v1 < vj + (j - 1) r% . This proves (2.11). 
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Let h, = e(p(qJ). We claim that, for sufficiently large n, 
A, = v1 + ?Tn (2.13) 
To see this, consider the expression of p(q) as a Taylor series about q7, . 
This is 
Hence, taking into account that p(q) = 0, 
Hence, for sufficiently high n, bearing in mind (2.1 I), 
as asserted. 
For any given n, consider the polynomial 
Expanding the right hand side, we obtain 
4(X) = 1 + t SjXj 
j=l 
where sj = (pj(qn)/p(q,))tj'"n-v'), j = l,..., m. Then for sufficiently high n 
u(sj) = 4Pj(qn)) - dP(4n)) + jChn - vl) = vj - .ivl + (j - l) AZ . 
Hence, D(SJ = 0 while, for j 2 2, taking into account (2.11) and (2.13), 
u(sj) = “(j - .h + (j - l)(Vl + TJ = Vj + jrn - (VI + TJ 2 1. 
Now let B(x) be the image of d(x) under the canonical mapping p(x) of 0 
into its residue class field which is (isomorphic to) *K. Then, for sufficiently 
high n, 
J(x) = 1 + s,x, where S, = p&), % f 0 
since ZI(SJ = 0, u(.Q) > 0 for j = 2,..., m. Thus B(X) = (1 + Six) . 1 
is a representation of B(x) as a product of relatively prime polynomials in 
*K[x]. Also, since p is isomorphic to B it is a Hensel field and hence, 
satisfies (1.2) even when f(x) (here 4(x)) is not manic. We conclude that 
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4(x) has a linear factor in B[x], contrary to assumption. This shows that 
Q is algebraically closed in Q’ and hence, coincides with it. Accordingly, 
F = p-l maps Q’ onto B. Since *Q is an elementary extension of B 
it follows that r is an elementary embedding of Q’ into *Q. Also, if q E Q, 
*q = Aq, then * q is in the domain of ?PO and, hence, of v and y*q = Oq. 
It follows that r o Oq = p-l 0 p*q = Aq. This completes the proof 
of 1.5. 
3. APPLICATION 
We shall prove (compare [3]) 
3.1. THEOREM. Let 
fj(Xl )...) x,), j = l)...) m; g&C, )...) X,), j = l)...) m,; 
Mx, >..., x,), j = l,..., m,; k&z, ,..., x,), j = l,..., m3 , 
be polynomials with coefficients in K((t)), IZ 3 1, where K is a field of 
characteristic zero and where one or more of the classes of gi , hi , or kj 
may be empty. Let 
q , j = l,..., m,; pj , j = l,..., m,; yj , j = I,..., m3 
be given (standard rational) integers. Suppose that for all integers h, 
there exist elements q1 ,..., qn of K[[t]] such that 
Qxq1 9***, qn>) 3 x7 j=l m ,-**, (3.2) 
~M41 9.e.9 4nN = 9 3 j = l,..., m, ; 
“(M91 >.‘., qd> < pj 9 j = l,..., m2 ; (3.3) 
4Mql ,..., qn)) > yj 9 j= 1 ,***, m3. 
Then there exist elements p1 ,..., pn of K[[t]] such that 
“aPI Y..., Pn) = 0, j = l,..., m (3.4) 
/ 
“(gAPI 7.*-> PA) = % 2 j = l,..., m, ; 
4hi(Pl ,a.., Pn)) < .& 3 j = l,..., m2 ; (3.5) 
u(kj(pl ye.., PA) > yj > j = I,..., m3 . 
Proof. Supposing that the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, we 
pass from Q = K((t)) to the nonstandard extension *Q. Then 5 , gj , hj , 
kj are replaced by *h, *gj, *hi, *kj, respectively. Making h positive 
infinite, let ql ,..., qn E *Q satisfy (3.2) and (3.3); stars having been appended 
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to thef, g, II, k. Now apply the transformation Y, i.e., “chop off” the 
monomials with nonstandard exponents in the equations and inequalities 
of (3.2) and (3.3) (see section 2 above). This transform the *f, *g, *h, *k 
back into the correspondingf, g, h, k while mapping q1 ,..., qn on elements 
q1’,-., qn’ of Q’. At the same time, X in (3.2) has to be replaced by 00. Thus, 
we now have 
“fhl’,..., qn’) = 0, j = I,..., in (3.6) 
r(gj(ql’,..., qn’)) = Qj 9 ,j = I,..., 1111 ; 
2’(hj(41’3-..3 %‘)I < Pi 7 j = l,..., m2 ; (3.7) 
Z’(kj(ql’,..., qn’)) > yj 2 j= 1 >.-., m3. 
Next, apply the mapping I’ of Theorem 1.5. This again sends the f, g, h, 
k into the corresponding *f, *g, *h, *k. At the same time ql’,..,, qn’ are 
mapped on certain elements SI ,..., qn of *Q. Thus, in *Q, 
*&(i& ,..., ijn) = 0, j=l ,..., m (3.8) 
/ 
4*&G& 3***, 4111)) = % 2 j = l,..., m, ; 
4*MG ,..., 4n)) < Pj , j = l,..., nt, ; (3.9) 
4*k&ti1 >...v Gn)) > yj 3 j = l,..., m3 . 
Now consider the following statement, which can be formulated in the 
Lower Predicate Calculus in the vocabulary of a field with valuation, with 
individual constants for the elements of Q. 
“There exist entire elements x1 ,..., x, such that fj(x, ,..., XJ = 0, 
j = l,..., m; while v(g?(x, ,..., xn)) = 01~ , j = I,..., m,; o(hj(x, ,..., xn)) 
< rsj , j = l,..., m,; and v(kj(xl ,..., x,)) > yj , j = l,..., m3 .” 
We have just seen that this statement holds in *Q, with the appropriate 
interpretation *fj for fj , *gj for gj , *hi for hi . Accordingly, the statement 
holds also in Q = K((t)). This completes the proof of 3.1. 
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